
 
 
 
Supplies Needed 
#34770309 Silver Large Circle Metal Chain, 18” (2 pk) 
#63815138 Silver Gunmetal Small Circle Metal Chain, 32” (1 pk) 
#34708048 Silver Key and Drop Accent (1 pk) 
#34719059 Silver Metal Findings Starter Pack, 145 pc. (1 pk) 
 
Tools Needed 
Needle Nose Pliers (2) 
Wire Cutters 
Large Dike or Side Cutters (optional but can be very helpful to cut the thicker 
circle chain links) 
 
NECKLACE INSTRUCTIONS: (Size can be adjusted by using more or fewer links.) 
1. Use wire cutters (larger dike or side cutters may be needed) to cut open 
and remove one chain link from the large circle metal length of chain. Use needle 
nose pliers to separate two five-link lengths of small circle metal chain.  Open an 
end link on one end of both five-link lengths of small circle chain.  Connect each 
open link to an end link on each end of large circle chain.   
2. Cut a 19” length of small circle chain.   
3. Lay both lengths of chain (from steps 1 & 2) side by side.  Use one 6mm 
jump ring to connect the circle side of a toggle set to one end of both chains.  
Attach one 6mm jump ring to the other end of both chains.  Use another 6mm 
jump ring to connect that jump ring to the bar side of the toggle set. (The extra 
jump ring on this side allows the bar side of the toggle to fit easier into the circle 
side.) 
4. Remove the jump ring and metal rose from the silver key and drop 
accent.  Set those aside. Open and remove the large circle at the top of the key 
accent and discard.  Attach the jump ring on top of the accent to the middle link 
of small circle chain so it faces forward. 
 
BRACELET INSTRUCTIONS: (Size can be adjusted by using more or fewer links.) 
1. Use wire cutters (larger dike, or side cutters may be needed) to cut open 
seven individual links of circle chain.  Use needle nose pliers to make sure the 
circle links are closed snugly.  Lay these circle links out in front of you, side by 
side with texture design side facing up.   
2. Separate sixteen individual links of small circle chain.  Use two small circle 
links in between each large circle link (smooth sides of small circle links facing 



towards one another) to consecutively connect the seven large circle links 
together.  Attach two more small circle links (smooth sides facing toward one 
another) to the first and last large circle links. 
3. Use a 6mm jump ring to connect the two small circle links on one end of 
the chain (from the previous step) to the circle side of a toggle set and the jump 
ring of the metal rose (set aside in step 4 of the necklace instructions). 
4. Attach a 6mm jump ring to the two small circle links on the other end of 
the chain.  Use a 4mm jump ring to connect that jump ring to the bar side of the 
toggle set. 
 
EARRING INSTRUCTIONS: 
1. Separate a single large circle link of chain.  Cut a six-link length of small 
circle chain. 
2. Attach the link on one end of the length of small circle chain to the large 
link of circle chain. 
3. Attach the link on the other end of the length of small circle chain to the 
loop on the bottom of an ear wire making sure the right side of the large circle 
chain link is facing forward. 
4. Repeat steps 1-3 for the matching earring. 
 
SKILL LEVEL:  Advanced Beginner 
 
APPROXIMATE TIME:  1+ Hr. 
 


